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ln an earlier paper(Konan｀ Ⅳ
romen's College Researches,No.10,1973)

I exalnined the situation of spoken English in the forlnal education

system of」apan,and suggested that ways of adjusting lnodern language

teaching methods to Japan ought to be explored. I also said that

research was overdue on the psycho― linguistic problems peculiar to thiS

countryoln recent months there have been a number of deVelopments

in this field which l have followed with the keenest interest, and it

seemed worth while to compare and comment on some oftheme So in

this paper the opinions of some Japanese authorities will be discussed

from my own point of view,that of a foreign instructoro Three things

need to be said at the outset:first of all,I am mainly interested in the

study of English as a practical means of communication,using the four

skills of listening,speaking, reading and writinge ]Iowever,like many

foreign teachers in 」apan l like to concentrate on the oral skills.

Secondly,although l entirely accept the idea that each country haS tO

develop its own attitude to foreign language studies, inevitably my

oⅥrn outlook is coloured by current British views on language teaching

and by my teaching experiences in Britain and elsewhereo Certain

traditional Japanese Opinions about the study of English seem strange

to me, and perhaps to other foreigners, and l cannot clailn thatコ ny

interpretation of the views of Japanese experts is always correct。

Finally, some of the papers l shall discuss here have only been access―

ible to me through the translation and explanation of my colleagues;

in this respect l would like to express my sincere thanks to Reiko

Naotsuka and Stewart Purcell for their generous help, and to stress
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that if l have misunderstood anything through the difference in

language,then this is entirely lny own responsibility。

In short, this is a foreigner's viewpoint and will no doubt contain

some typical foreign prejudices― 一possibly some idiosyncratic ones as

weno l can only hope that this very fact will add spice for Japanese

readers.

Pra“グππ .

In recent months,three JapaneSe authorities have made significant

and widely differing contributions to the analysis of the English

teaching problem.This problem l sumlnarize as follo、
～
rs: diSSatisfaction

on the part of teachers, pupils and parents 、vith results attained,

together with uncertainty over airns and possible reformso Professor
l)

Harasawa represents what can be called the “diagnostic" vie、vpoint,
2) 3)

Lfr Hiraizumi the “revolutionary" viewpoint, and Professor Watanabe

the``traditional"viewpoint.I shall sumlnarize each of these contribut―

ions,give my reactions to them and at the end of the paper supply,

somewhat presumptuously, my own outline suggestions for the reform

of English teaching in」 apan,using the same headings as NIr Hiraizunli

in his now well― known Pr″》ο望お。

I

Chronologically,the first of these articles is that of Professor h/1asa―

yoshi Harasawa of Keio University.He takes a lnore“ psycholinguistic"

approach than the other two authorities,and his conclusions are both

more pessilnistic, and, I believe, Inore iminediately comprehensible to

a foreigner,who lnay feel that he views the situation both as a Japan―

1)Mo Harasawa:“ A Critical Survey of Enghsh Language Teaching in」 apan''

E″ g′グsん Lα″gααg`ワシαεんグηg Jοπ″ηαι(OxfOrd U.P。 )Vol.XXIX No。 1,Oct。 1974.

2)W.Hiraizumi:外 国語教育の現状と改革の方向 i.e.“ Foreign Language Education

at Present and Some Proposals for lnnovation"ELEC B“ ιι
`ι

J″ ,48,1975。

3)So Watanabe:亡 国の「英語教育改革試案」 i.e.“ National Ruin through the
Proposals for the Revision of English Teaching"Sん ο々″π(Bungei shunju),
April 1975。
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ese and an internationalist。  One senses throughout the article an

intense regret at what he regards as the excessive isolationisII of his

fellow―countrymen.It is perhaps significant that this article is the

only one of those under discussion to have been written in English.

Professor Harasawa begins by giving an outline history of English

teaching in Japan, and then examines what he calls “surface― struc―

ture" and “deep― structure" reasons for the failure of most Japanese

people to conllnunicate in English even after inany years of concentra―

ted study.These terlns are, of course, loosely borrowed from Chomsky―

an linguistics, Among the “surface― structure" reasons he includes

well― knoⅥrn ones like the unsuitability and all― pervasive influence

Of the university entrance examinations and the lack of good teacher―

training facilities.   He furthermore criticizes academic circles for

their lack of interest in the practical aspects of study and obsession

with graIIIInatical details, pointing out that this attitude sets the tone

for the entire systeln of education in English.The “deep― structure"

reasons are even more serious.Professor Harasawa cites two: first and

forelnost is Japanese isolationism, which has given rise to a habit of

regarding Japanese language and ideas as the only ones having any

objective validity or existence: “neither English nor any other foreign

language can ever succeed in invading their linguistic consciousness".

The second is a need to“ 」apanize" everything,so that foreign langua―

ges are treated in the same way that ancient Chinese was.(It iS instruc―

tive to compare Professor Harasawa's views on this with Professor

V7atanabe's very different and approving attitude, for which see

below。 )Professor Harhsawa points out that in ancient times there was

little chance or need for personal contact between Japanese and

Chinese, so this approach to language was more justifiable;however

the lnodern situation of」 apanese and English is quite differento He

sees little hope of altering these “deep― structure" characteristics of the

Japanese people and the only ilnprovement that he can see lies in

changesin the“ surface―structure'',eo go ilnprove]ments in the university

entrance exalninations and the retraining of teachers. The abolition
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of English as a compulsory subject,in his view, could be accolnplished

by having it dropped from the entrance exanlinations altogether, and

would make it easier to motivate students, in view of their “having

chosen to study English rather than having been forced to do so".

Cθππθηι

Professor Harasawa's paper presents an even more pessilnistic

picture than the gloo■ liest foreigners would paint of the future of

English studies in」 apan. It iS disturbing to the foreign observer to

find a 」apanese so convinced of an allnost impenetrable psychological

barrier between his own and other nationso However,as an English―

man l detect a ray of hope beyond the one he advances at the end of

his paper.  It is, of course, a fact that isolationism exists in many

other countries, notably England, though admittedly to a lesser degree

than in」 apano Professor Harasawa lnentions the surprise of a Japanese

girl visiting AInerica when she realized that people around were

actually conversing in English. I Inyself had a sirnilar reaction when I

first went to France at the age of sixteen and was confronted by the

reality of people conversing in French,and l kno・w of other English

people who have felt the same. Until very recently, and perhaps even

■ow in some circles, it was regarded as“ a bit of a joke"for an English

person to be able to speak French, and one lnight feel shy about using

it, hottrever validly, in front of other English people. lUncertainty and

reserve towards foreigners and their ideas are to be found in all coun‐

t]des. But just as England has changed recently in this respect, so lnay

Japan.TWO big differences between England and Japan are, firstly,

that by an accident of history our own national language has come to

be used internationally and, secondly, that it is far easier to go abroad

and also meet foreigners in England than in Japan.  In both these

respects」 apan is lnore physically isolated,and so the legacy of centuries

of Tokugawa seclusion is upheldo However, in recent years it has

become much less difficult for 」apanese people to travel abrOad,and

although l have no statistics to offer it is lny definite impression that

since lny arrival here seven years ago more 」apanese are travelling
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abroad in small groups or as individuals,thereby meeting and conver

sing with foreigners more freely than is possible in the goldfish―

bowl anonymity of the guided tour or ηοり ο grOup. Some evidence for

this lnay be seen in the lnushroolning of small travel agencies catering

for small parties. This factor of increasing individual Japanese―

to―foreigner contact may brighten the picture more rapidly than

ProfessOr Harasawa has allowed for.

IIis article makes the suggestion that English might usefully be

eliminated from the university entrance exanlination, and also that“ it

has been absurd trying to teach English to the whole population"。 These

points coincide closely with the views Of n/1r Hiraizulni,to be discussed

later; before leaving Professor Harasawa's paper, however, I would

like to draw attention to one lnore of his observations,namely that so

much of the energy of English studies in Japan iS devoted to η多グηπιグαθ

not in any way concerned with practical rnanipulation of the languagee

lHe cites the concern with gralnlnatical details,and l can testify from

personal experience to the frequency with which foreigners are asked

to explain constructions which are rare, obsolete, or of little utility.

(Which,for example,is better一 ―“Try as hard as I Inay"or“ Try l never

so hard"? The answer is neither; no Englishman, except perhaps a

very,very old schoollnaster,would drean■ of using either of thenl in

speech or writing。 ) The Objection to this sort of thing is that it en―

courages people to concentrate on learning αみθ%ι the language,on filling

their rninds with nice distinctions between tiny obscurities,instead of

learning how to%sθ  the language,the everyday units of gralninar and

vocabulary which can nonetheless be used to express, orally and in

writing,quite sophisticated ideas.Learning and learning αみθ%ι are two

distinct activities,just as studying a lnotor― car engine is different from

learning how to drive.This is not to deny that such attention to details

may be lnentally exercising and in its way interesting,and l have every

sympathy for IIigh Schoolteachers who wish to find out the answers

to such questions in order to advise their pupils,whose exanl results

(and therefore lives)lnay depend,at present,on their skill in handling
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these hair― splitting distinctions. But Professor Harasawa is right to

can in question an approach to language, strongly evidenced in the

entrance exanlinations,which rewards the ability to distinguish between

obscurities that inean nothing to a native speaker一―which, in fact,

require the JapaneSe learner to be a greater“ expert"than the native.

One reason why language study may get absorbed in theoretical

knowledge rather then everyday practice is,of course, when teachers

and pupils doubt if the opportunity to use the language practically

will ever arise.This irnpression has certainly informed Japanese

educational circles for a long tilne,and recent developments in travel

and business have not greatly changed it, above all in country areas。

Professor Harasawa makes no direct mention of this point in his

article,but it is central to lИ r Hiraizunll's argument,which l shall now

exanllne.

II

Lttr Wataru Hiraizumi is a Liberal― Democratic lnember of the House

of Councillors, and comes fronl a well―known and respected falnily.I

understand that he is very proficient in all aspects of English as well

as being a skilled politician, and both these qualities could be inferred

froln the clarity and erudition with which his proposals are set out.

Presented to a conference at ELEC, they were later published in the

ELEC BπιJιιグη and have since been re― printed in other publications

and discussed by a number of English teaching experts.Ⅳ Iany High

School teachers l have spoken to have acclailned his plans, and l find

this both a source of encouragement and a cause for anxiety; en―

couragement, because NIr Hiraizulni's view of English as a lneans of

practical colninunication is widely, I think rightly, accepted; anxiety,

because his recomlnendationS appear to me to contain ilnportant

weaknesses which his supporters often fail to notice.

I said earlier that ⅣIr Hiraizulni could be regarded as a “revolu―

tionary".This is because he proposes,if not the total discontinuance
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of English studies in the regular school system, at least its drastic

curtailment.His study is divided into sections, which are sub― divided

in clear and methodical fashion.NIany of hiS prellnisses depend on a

vie、v of language which is now widely accepted among linguists in the

world at largeo The inain divisions of the study are i)fOreign language

studies in Japan at present;ii) some pOints for discussion;iii)SOme

proposals for refornl;iv)the ailns of foreign language studies in Japan.

First of all,Mr Hiraizunli points out that virtually all Japanese people

are obliged to study English, but he says that their expertise is none

the less poor.He gives some reasons for this,which correspond broadly

to the “surface― structure" reasons of Professor Harasawa. TO these

three reasons he adds the important one that,in hiS View,there is little

motivation for lnost people to learn English in」 apano He then asks

three questions: Is it right to force allnoSt all children to study EnglishP

Is English the best choice for a second language? Is there some way

of getting better resultsP

A/1r Hiraizurrli's answers to these questions IIlake up the lnain part

of his study.He concludes that English is the obvious choice for a

second language, but that it is unreasonable to lnake everybody study

it.This is because it is less useful for daily life than subjects like

science and social studies, less valuable as a mental discipline than

subjects like lnathematics,and tilne― consunling on account of the need

for rnuch lnemorization.He therefore believes that English should be

allnost elinlinated from the school syllabus.Instead,JuniOr High School

pupils should have a brand― new course of ``World Languages and

Culture'',the details of which he does not go into.“ Colnlnon― sense"

(ノθS/2グたグ)uSe Of English should be conferred at the first year leve1 0f

JuniOr High Schoolo By this he lneans that children should learn basic

granllnar and vocabulary on the lines of the present first― grade English

syllabus.In Senior High Schools, English should not be compulsory,

and there should be no English component in the university entrance

exalninations.However,in order to encourage a small number of pupils

to study colloquial English, a national system of practical English
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examinations should be instituted, and diplomas issuedo High School

pupils who study English should be given daily training of two hours,

and an annualintensive course of one l■ onth.

ⅣIr Hiraizurrli ends his study by saying that given the present‐ day

needs of」apan in the world, it is desirable for about 5%Of the pOpu_

lation to be able to use English well,i.e. about 6,000,000 peOple.He

thinks that his proposals wOuld result in some such number electing

to study English at Senior High School.

It is not clailned that these proposals are anything beyond a starting

point and l唖 r Hiraizumi has lately clarified a number of vaguenesses,
4)

for instance in his Rψ り ιο P″ル SSο r sんοグεんグTM%ιαηαらθ.In particular,

he has conceded that language studies have a value as lnental training,

and that he regards all four skills一―listening, speaking, reading and

writing― as important, not just the ability to undertake silnple conver―

sation as some of his critics have believedo He also does not insist on

the figure of 5%′ as the optilnum for proficient users of English.

Cοππιηι

When these proposals were first published, they met Ⅵrith some

enthusiasm, to judge fronl the reactions of many teachers l spoke to,

though at that tilne I Inyself did not know their contents in any detaile

To the foreign observer, ⅣIr Hiraizulni's viewpoint appears to have the

following advantages:

1)It iS recOgnized that language study should be seen prilnarily as a

“skill"subject, involving the acquisition of practical abilities,oral and

Ⅵrritten. It regards English first and foremost as a ineans of conlllluni‐

cation between living people. This contrasts with the traditional status

of English (and Other foreign languages)in Japan as a“ knowledge"

subject in which facts and gramlnatical propositions are examined

through the medium of and in comparison with the mother― tongue,

mainly in order to study written materials ailned at edifying and giving

mental discipline,not for comlnunication with foreignerso The Hiraizumi

view does not in fact preclude the possibility of advanced studies in

4)W.Hiraizumi:渡 部昇一教授に反論する,Sttο たαπ(Bungei Shunju),」une,1975.
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which literature, translation and formal gralnlnar could play their

part, but it leaves these aspects on one side so as to concentrate on

practical considerations of the kind accepted in most countries in the

world for the learning of foreign languages. The present tendency to

fragment English studies in the watertight compartlnents of“ English

Literature,English Language and English Conversation"(亜 〕グιπη, Eグ″ ,

Eグたαグ
“
月)is here reversed,and we are left with the study of Eη ノグsん,a

means of conllnunication.

ii)One Of the biggest hurdles in the reforln of English studies in

」apan has always been the university entrance exalninationso The diffi―

culty of revising thenl so as to test more lnodern and colloquial English

has often been stressed by expert:l Mr Hiraizumi's proposals cut the

Gordian knot by doing away with them altogether.

iii)Although these proposals are an outline only,they provide a logical

plan of campaign for the reforln of English studies from the start right

up to university level.

Despite these good points,and the refreshing directness of the propo―

sals,there are grave disadvantages in NIr Hiraizulni's ideaso l cite the

following:

i)The figure of 5%,althOugh not insisted on by]Mr Hiraizumi,

plainly indicates his view of the numbers required. But if it has been

foolish, as he and Professor Harasawa say, to try and teach English to

everyone in」 apan, the reduction in numbers in these proposals repre‐

sents a massacre. Japan is a large industrial nation with great and

potentially greater political and economic powero She therefore needs

plentiful contacts with the outside world in order to gain useful

expertise and avoid isolationo At the same tilne, her own language is

not understood by lnore then a few people abroad, and its complexity,

especially in writing,makes it hard for foreigners to learn. To reduce

the national access to an international language so drastically would

5)See my lecture to」 ACET 13th General

鳳 CET Bα JJιガη,No。 21,Jan.1975.

6)e.gothe 1962 COnference of Experts on the

Convention, sulYlinarized in the

Teaching of English.
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spell isolatione Where in the world is there a large industrial nation

where only 52'Of the population is able to cornlnunicate directly with

people and ideas from abroad? Even in Britain and Arnerica, which

are in a peculiar position since their own language already serves as a

vehicle of international discourse, virtually everyone learns a foreign

language for several years at scho01.

I understand that Lttr Hiraizunli has said that the degree of cross―

cultural flexibility needed for the efficient learning of a foreign lan―

guage is so great thatif more than a few people in」 apan really lnastered

English the result rrlight disturb the integrity of traditional Japanese

culturごI This fear of further“ erosion of national values"is a familiar

one in Japano Naturally,the tremendouschanges ofthe past hundred years

are bound to be a source of anxiety to those lⅣ ho love their country.But

in lny opinion一 and in that of lnany」 apanese and foreign people l know

一this anxiety rests on some lnistaken views of the current situation.

To begin with, Japan today is a Vastly stronger and lnore sophisticated

nation than she was 120 years ago when the Black Ships broke the

Tokugawa spello This is true in spite of recent events having shown

some of her econolllic weaknesses,as outlined in Frank Gibney's recent
8)

book J″αη : ιんι Fンαgグιι S″クιψο
“
′θr.According to a revieⅥ″ Of this

9)

book in the`4sα んグ“Eυιηグηg Ne■,s,NIr Gibney has given much evidence,

based on thirty years experience of」 apan,fOr the view that the Japan―

ese“ are the possessors of a unique genius to adapt to changes and to

superilnpose new ideas and techniques 、vithout actually replacing or

discarding wholly the old".If this is true, then it surely betokens an

un― necessary lack of confidence to try and restrict the interchange of

ideas by lilniting linguistic contact with the outside world.Secondly, I

believe the “cultural erosion" argument rests on an outdated and

defensive view of English as a vehicle of foreign intrusion and― popular

word一―“hegemony",rather than as a lnediun■ for the fruitful exchange

7)Discussion at ELEC,Aug。

8)Now published by Tuttle,

9)ルIay 20,1975。

3,1974,reported in ELEC B?ι ιι
`ι

J″ 48,p。 16.

Tokyo.
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of ideas between individuals and nations.The days should be past

when、
～
re can regard English as the “property"of Britain or America;

it is a universal language and corning to have less and less connection

with the particular culture of any one nation.Thirdly, even if One

should accept the notion that widespread mastery of English is harmful

or un― necessary, there still remains the fact that many scientists,

doctors and others need to knoⅥ π how to read English so as to have

access to technical developments of benefit to」 apan.The alternative

is an army of specialist translators.I cannot believe that〕 dr Hiraizun〕 i's

lilnitations on English study could provide enough people for either

way of satisfying this great and increasing need。

ii)1頭 r Hiraizulni does not discuss hOw the selection of pupils for

English study is to be madeo ls this to be self― selection P If so,then it

is at least arguable that he lⅣ ould find hilnself without even the 5%

of proficient English users that he wants.This is for two reasons.

Firstly,not all those・ who decide to learn English at High School 、rill

recessarily be gifted at it, and so the wastage rate on the English

courses IIlight be rather highe Secondly, the total removal of English

froΠl the required syllabus for the university entrance exanlinatiOns

恥rould mean that many pupils (and their parents) ⅥπOuld feel it

necessary to drop English in order to concentrate on whatever Was

helpful for getting to a top university.Opinions vary about hOW Serious

the impact rnight be on English studieso Some teachers l have spoken

to believe that many pupils would still elect to take English,but others

think that English nlight virtually disappear froln the High School

prograllnlnee This extreme viewpoint is held by Sen ⅣIatsuda, editor of

the Ŕιααιr's Djysι 's Japanese edition, as quoted by columnist Andrew

Horvat in theル 化グ″εんグDαグリ f罷
“

」
)Says Matsuda:“

Taking English

off the list of required subjects、 vould result in no English being learned

whatever, for like people everywhere,the Japanese learn only what is

required".

iii)Related to the last point is the difficulty WIr Hiraizunli's plans

lo)“An SOS to Professor Higgins",Mα JηグεんグDαグリ A鬱
“
s,16 April,1975。
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would confront over specializatione Streaming and specialization have

alwaysbeendisliked in Japanese schools,and attempts to introduce them

have been resisted,as in the Toyama Prefecture controversy some years

agoo The Hiraizunli plan for English would mean,in effect,that pupils

entering Senior High School would have to choose whether to give up a

great deal of their tilne for the vital pre― university years to the study

of Englisho Such an important decision, and such early specialization,

could hardly fail to raise an outcry fronl all quarters。

iV) What, incidentally, is to replace English in the university

entrance examinations? This lnatter is raised by Professor Watanabe,

as we shall see below.

V) Mr Hiraizunli refers to the re― training of teachers, but not to the

English teachers who would be made redundantif his proposals became

realityo Some teachers could no doubt be re― assigned to other subjects

but many could not. In any case,the total change in the nature of the

English programlne from the first year of Junior High School onwards

would need great adaptation by the teachers who were retained.

In short, to the foreign observer NIr Hiraizumi's proposals are both a

revolution and a counter― revolutiono They adopt premisses about

language―learning which are refreshingly modern, especially that the

school English programlne should ailn at practical, a11-round ability

rather than granllnar,translation and literature.This is a revolutionary

viewpoint in the Japanese context. But he then goes on to suggest the

application of these opinions in such a way that most Japanese would

be unable to lnake contact with the outside world and have tO rely on

a very small number of experts to extract from abroad those elements

needed for the economic and scientific development of the cOuntry.

This is a counter― revolution, putting the clock back tO NIeijio lt is

tempting to see NIr Hiraizumi as a modern exponent of the old tradition

Of Waたοη,yosαグ(Japanese soul,Western knowledge).
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III

Some of those who reacted against hlr Hiraizumi's proposals did so

froln a traditional vieⅥ アpoint, “tradition" meaning in this cOntext the

system presently employed for the teaching of English. In other words,

their disagreement did not stem from the feeling that Mr Hiraizumi's

plans were a false direction for refornl,but fronl the conviction that

the present systeln is in fact the one most in keeping with a truly

」apanese approach to foreign languages. コ牡 VOCal critic of t his school

is Professor Shoichi Watanabe,of JOchi(Sophia)UniVersity in Tokyo.

He is an expert in German historical gralnlnar and a translator and

interpreter of Germano Since gramlnar and translation are the corner―

stones of the traditional method, it is not surprising that his Views

should be conservative.

Professor Watanabe's article in Sん οた%η  bears the alarlning title

“National Ruin through the proposals for the Revision of English

Teaching". He opens with an extended colnlnentary on ttθ SSιπιグη2ιπι, as

defined by:Nietzche, and he explains this as a feeling of dislike or

resentlnent of those in positions of power,%箔 αη2グ (′賑とじ夕)in」 apanese.

He wonders if]Ⅵ [r Hiraizumi and others in 」apan have come to feel

πttαηιグabOut the English language because of painful rnemories of the

inability of so many peOple,especially teachers and scholars of English,

tO communicate efficiently with the{Э ccupation forces after the war。

He asks if this is why they are still uneasy about their inability to use

English for conllnunication. Professor Watanabe links this to Mr

Hiraizumi's suggestion that English study should be largely excluded

fronl the curricululn and only included,for a few pupils,in its practical

aspect. He believes Mr HiraizuHli's plans to be inappropriate. Even

before the war there were many excellent translations into JapaneSe

of foreign literature, and the fact that the scholars producing these

translations were unable to speak English well is, in Professor

Watanabe's eyes, an irrelevance.This is because the ttθ αJ purpose of
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studying foreign languages in Japan is that laid down in the tilne of

Shotoku Taishi(6th century).ThiS purpose is to study interesting and

difficult texts rather than learn how to speak other languagese This

view, say ProfessOr Watanabe, is “in the blood and sinews Of the
ll)

Japanese peOple".In his opinion it is useless for people in remote

regions of Japan to attemptto speak a foreign language,but the present―

day method of study involving gralninar and translation gives them

“potential"ability which can be turned into“ actual"ability latel子
)He

believes that l唖 r Hiraizumi has failed tO take account of this distinction。

He disagrees with Mr Hiraizumi that English is less useful than

mathematics as a lnental training,and cites cases frOm Germany where

success in Greek and Latin studies correlated with ability in science

(this is the“ transfer of training"argument).He asks what Mr Hirai―

zumi would use to replace English in the university entrance exarnina―

tion, and clailns that adoption of the Hiraizumi proposals would entail

the ruin of Japan, since the balance of education would be upset, and

also those who elected to study]English would have no tilne tO study

anything else adequately.He concludes by saying that the present way

of studying English shows self― confidence and this is valuable and

should not be disturbed by sweeping reforms. For the tilne being,says

Professor¬ 鴇ratanabe, English teachers should concentrate on Ettα たZ,

Eグsαた
“
ιπη,Bπ

`″
クο(English translation,English composition,gra]mmar)

and keep up their yπ rπgグηαたグザグSんグη Or self― confidence. Practical

speech should be left aside till after High Sch001 days, when the

potential abilities can be developed by ``rnarriage with a cultured

foreigner"(教 養ある外人の異性 と結婚)or attendance at a“ small private

conversation school"(町 の会話塾 )。 Am tt wrong to detect a certain

sarcasIIl in this conclusion?

Cθzπιηι

For the foreigner, Professor Watanabe's article is very interesting

for three reasons.One is that his arguments dO not depend on the logi―

11)日 本人の血肉になっている考え方だと思うのである

12)潜イE力 (potential ability)顕在量 (actual ability)
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cal sequence of thought that a Westerner expects in a paper of thiS

sort.This is not a criticism;I siinply lnean that he approaches matters

frOm a very」 apanese standpoint which adopts a different logic and

different criteria from those a Westerner would selecto This throws

valuable light on the whole problern of language teaching in Japan, fOr

plainly expectations and attitudes are nOt the same as one finds in

other countriese Typical of this approach is Professor Watanabe'S

assumption that because Shotoku Taishi established a certain way of

approaching the Chinese language and Classics, this is a good reason

for modern Japan to take the same course with English.  To the

Westerner this argument is inexplicable,but he must accept that for

many Japanese people such an appeal to ancient tradition no doubt

holds good.

Secondly,and stelnming fron■ the aboVe,there is no interest in recent

developments in 」apan or abroad in language teaching methodology

or the psychology of educationo Professor Watanabe is not concerned,

as perhaps a foreigner、 rould be,to compare Japanese teaching methods

with those which have evolVed in other countries.His only detailed

reference to foreign teaching is to support his theory of the“ transfer

i[鮒 11'I職 ∬ tr胤 駆 1搬 1群 a掛軍 ∬ ali胤 蹴 |

the old beliefs about “transfer of training" need to be revised. Clearly

Professor Watanabe approaches the question of language learning from

the positiOn that the only relevant criteria are thOSe of Japanese

traditione

The third point of interest for the foreign reader is that, in spite Of

the essentially Japanese arguments used by Professor Watanabe,

nevertheless at the back of the lnind一 certainly of the English inind

一there stir vague recollections of one's haVing heard this sort of thing

before。 One has;Inanyof these arguments for the non― practical gralnlnar―

13)D.H.Harding:Tん ιハワッ λ ιιιrπ 9/Lαπgacgι 2%αεんグκg(Longman),chapt.2.

14)Ko LoveH:Edα εαιグοπαι Psyε んοJogν αηグCんグιグκιπ(UniV.Of London Press)ch。 10

15)W.Do Ⅶrall.Eグαεαιグοη αηグMcη′αJルαιιん(Harrap),Appendix C
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translation inethod,for “transfer of training" and for the moral value

of studying edifying texts were advanced in Britain earlier this century

in favour of the study of Latin and Greek. Since there was plainly no

possibility of meeting an ancient Greek Or Roman, the oral aspects of

these languages could be safely ignoredo Ho、 vever, in Japan it is less

unusualto meet an English―speaking foreigner, so the analogy with

Greek and Latin breaks down.

In spite of all this,a foreigner can accept, and even welcome,Inany

of PrOfessor Watanabe's arguments. It is natural enough for many

Japanese tO feel resentinent over the communicatiOn gap after the war

and for this feeling perhaps to colour the views of sOme researchers.

But in the matter of deciding the future of English studies, where a

wise decisiOn would be to the advantage of all,negative emotions and

resentments lnust be set aside, and this Professor Watanabe urges us

to do. It also seems reasonable for hiln to query n/1r Hiraizulni's wish

to do a、vay with the English component of the university entrance

examinations; so big a step would inv01ve enormous reorganization

and could not be undertaken lightlyo ProfessOr Watanabe lnust also be

on sure ground when he argues about the figure of 5タ イInentioned in

Mr Hiraizumi's proposals― though his reasons for contesting this are

not perhaps the same as thOse a foreign observer would first raise。

It is apparent that l可 r Hiraizulni and Professor Watanabe are discus―

sing twO entirely different things.In the Rψ tt ιο PπブレSSο r Sんοグθんグ

羽Ka″αηαみθ, already noted, we read that for Mr Hiraizumi “language

proficiency"is a lnatter of practical use of the fOur skills,whereas for

PrOfessOr Watanabe it lies in the capacity to make good translations

fronl other languages into」 apaneseo The difference between translation

ability and conveIFtional ability is well known,and a classic instance,

cited by LIackey, is that of Andr6 Gide, a celebrated translator of

English writings into French,whose cominand Of everyday English was

so smallthat he was unable to ask a London busman where to get Off.

Attested facts like these call in question the general relation between

16)ヽ
～
「.Fo Mackey:Lα ηgαGgι &αθんグ″g ttηαJνsJs(Longman)p。 161.
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“potential"and“ actual"ability,made so lnuch of by Professor Watanabe。

PrOfessor Hiraizunli asks whether Professor Watanabe has cOnsidered

the dissatisfaction of parents, who complain that after years of Study

of English(ie e。 Of gaining“ potential ability")they fail to giVe evidence

of“ actual ability"when the need for it arises. Ⅳlore research is needed

into the connection between understanding of gralnlnar and actual

fluency. Direct Ⅳlethod enthusiasts(eog.of the BerlitZ school)believe

that gramlnatical explanation is superfluous, while the personal

experience of teachers is that students can be psychologically helped

by an explanation (perhaps in their own language)of gral■ lnar points。

But granlmar needs to be supported by adequate practice(drill and gui―

::|£l::i酎nl■∬T需:I:落ittXl鮮暫1麗fit籠∬
This takes us back to what l said in section l ofthis paper on the differ―

ence between learning about a motor― car engine and learning how tO

drive a car.It is therefore instructive to see the analogy drawn by Pro―

fessor Watanabe in his reply to WIr Hiraizulni in the」 une 1975 iSSue Of

Sんοたπ月:)Here he compares the“ potential ability"supposedly conferred

by the grallninar―translation lnethod to the exercises done by a would― be

sⅥrilniner who has no access to the sea. To this One can make tWO

COIIIInents:i)haS anyone ever learned swilnlning by this lnethod P ii)

the extent to which such exercises would help the potential swilniner

surely depend on their being silnulations Of the realthing,io ee they are

practice of a skill,■ ot the learning of facts and comparing of activitiese

The real analogy with Professor Watanabe's potential swiminer seems

to rne to be not the student of gralnlnar and translation,butthe student

in a language laboratory, who practises sentence patterns and conVer―

sations with tapes in the absence of a liVe native speaker。

17)ρノたθグι.part ttII,chapt。 1.

18)NI.Finocchiaro and M.Bonolllo:71ん ι Fο′留電「η Lαηgπagι L`α rηι″(Regents)ch。 1.

19)F.L.Billows:2Ъ ι Tυθんηグgπιs θ/Lαηgπ¢gι ■夕αθんグηg(Longman)chapt0 2。

20)So Watanabe:平 泉案は新しい“廃仏毀釈"だ (i.eo The Hiraizumi Plan is a New

“Haibutsu― kishaku")Sん οたπη(Bungei Shunju)」 une,1975.
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IV

To sunllnarize the main points arising in this paper: some present―

day Japanese experts agree that the present way of studying English

seems unsatisfactOry to lnany, but they differ both in their assessment

of the problems and the best solutionso They all believe (as do most

fOreigners) that the situation of Japan is special and so poses some

unique psych010gical problems where language― learning is concerned,

and ProfessOr Harasawa goes beyond this to say that the Japanese are

temperamentally unable to approach foreign languages in their own

ter「 rns,but have to see them through a process of“ Japanization",which

leads to a preoccupation with gramlnar and translation rather than

actual practice.ProfessOr Watanabe in reality shows a silnilar Opinion,

but fOr hiln this“ JapaniZation"is not tO be regretted; he believes that

the present inethods have evolved over many centuries to suit the

」apanese character and that in fact there is not rnuch wrong with thenl;

he only regrets that since the lⅣ ar the Japanese have been toO anxious

about their,夕 ιαたJηg ability in English, which he sees as irrelevant, the

true purpose of fOreign language studies being for hiln translation and

textual analysis.Ⅳ Ir Hiraizurrli takes an attitude which is both“ revolu―

tionary" and  “cOunter― revolutionary",  since on the one hand he

advocates a fresh approach to language study based On the modern

international interest in language as a skill in cOΠ llnunication rather

than an intellectual exercise,but on the other hand he proposes a severe

lirrlitation in the number of people who study it on the ground that fe、 v

people need it and that too much study Of English lnight disturb Japan―

ese cultural patterns.Both he and ProfessOr Harasawa want a change

in the English component of the university entrance examinations, or

even its complete abolition, and they recognize in different ways the

need for the re― orientation of teachers.

Bearing in IIlind these diverse opinions, I shall no、 v suggest, as a

foreign instructor, some possible、
～
rays in、vhich l believe the problems
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of English teaching might be approached. I emphasize once more that

this is a personal suggestion,  and am very consclous of rushing in

where the proverbial angels fear to tread.However,I feel very strongly

that the more the matter is aired and suggestions, even far― fetched,

are advanced, the easier it may become in the end for educators in

Japan tO reach a suitable consensus.I shall follow very broadly the

frame of reference used by NIr Hiraizurniif only to facilitate comparison;

this frame is as follows:i)foreign language studies in Japan at present;

ii)SOme points for discussion; ili)some prOposals for refornl; iv)the

airrls of foreign language studies in Japano But l think it desirable to

change the order of these points.In a recent article about D4r I[iraizunli's

proposa健 IProfessorKenjiFujitaofOhtaniWomersC。 1lege has cogently

argued the need for a clarification of aims before one can really diagnose

present failings or set about curing themo As he says in section IV of

his article, it is not possible to talk about “getting a better effect"

(がど暴が あが る)unleSS One's ailrls are clear and concrete in the first

place.

i)AグπS(ヴ 乃 ″なη Lαηgιagι E`勿
“

ιグθπ

Considering Japan'S rOle in the lnodern world:

1)ItiS desirable for many Japanese to have aみ αSグε夕箔αειJεαJたηο歓ノ…

Jιagc(including the ability to understand, speak,read and Ⅶrrite at a

silnple level)of an international language in order:

a)tO fOSter awareness of other cultures, for the promotion of

、
～
rorld peace and the appreciation, through comparison, of Japan'S OWn

unique culture;

b)tO facilitate practical colnlnunication for those who go abroad

fOr business or pleasure,or whose work brings them into contact with

foreigners.

2)It iS alSO desirable for many people to have a gο οご 箔θαググηg

αわグJグιγ of an international language for scientific and comlnercial pur―

poses。

21)K.Fujita:「 平泉試案」をめぐって (io e.“ A L6ok at Mr Hiraizumi's Proposals")

MOJι″η Eπ gJグ sん &αεんグηg(Kenkyusha),June,1975.
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3)A few peOple should have αごυαη
“
グ θοππαηグ 6デ αJJル密なη

ιαηgacgθ  sたグJJs fOr specialist purposes(e.ge interpreting, diplomacy,big

business)or for liberal arts studies at universitieso Advanced granlmar

and analysis should not be forced on all the population,however.

ii)Fb′留なη Lαηttcgθ  S″ Zι ごゴιs αι乃でsι ,2ι

Here my views correspond to the combined views of ProfessOr Hara―

sawa and λttr Hiraizunli,in other、 アords:

1)Almost everybody is forced tO study English on a very high

level which is also non―practical‐ 一―that is,grarrlinatical facts,translation

and literary studies.

2)The results are unsatisfactOry in terlms of the above lnentioned

」レηιs,fOr the foHo、 ving reasons:

a)The natiOnal psychology is resistant to the study of foreign

languages,except as far as they can be viewed through Japanese;

b)This encOurages a inethod of study which is not suitable for

practical ability,especially speaking.

c)This tendency is further encouraged by the kind of examina―

tions,especially for university entrance.

d)In any case, no clear ailns have previously been defined in

such as a way as to embrace the entire teaching and exallllining system.

iii)Sοπθ乃 グηιsメフr DJSεαssJοη

These are the same as ⅣIr Hiraizurrli's namely:

1)IS it right to force allnost everyone to study English?

2)Is English the best choice for a second language?

3)Is there any Ⅵアay of getting better results P

iV)Sθπθ Pr″)θSαJs/bだ Rイb夕
‐2:

1)As stated under the`4カ ηs,it is not desirable to force advanced

study of foreign languages on everyone, but basic ability in all four

skills(listening,speaking,reading,、 アriting)shOuld be imparted to allin

one rnajor foreign language,as in other industrial countries(e.go France,

Germany,Great Britain,the United States).

2)ItiS prOper to choose English as a second language after Japanese,

but investigations should be lnade on the desirability of encOuraging
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a fettr courses in other important languages (eo go French, German,

Russian,Chinese,Malay,Spanish,Portuguese)at university level.

3)Better results can be obtained by changing the teaching and

exanlining lnethodso Hottrever,any changes should be carried out in a

manner which will facilitate adaptation by teachers and pupils and do

not, at least initially,involve the acceptance of too lnany neⅥ rideas at

once(e.ge specialization in High Schools). PoSSible courses of action

rrlight be:

a)Research into the feasibility of introducing English in the last

year of Prilnary School. This lnay be hard because of the necessity for

consolidating Kα η′グat this tillle,but:

i)Inany peOple have studied English at private prilnary schools

Ⅵアithout ill―effects on their」 apanese;
22)    23)

ii)many psycholinguistic experts(e.ge Lenneberg,Lttackey)

agree that it is best to begin study of a second language earlier rather

than later;

iii)One cOntributory factor to poor foreign language attainment

al■■ong Japanese pupils may be that they start studying them later than
24)

pupils in other countries(USA:age 9,France and UK:11,Japan 12).

b)Mr Hiraizunli's plan for a course in“ World Languages and

Culture"at Junior High School should be studiedo Perhaps one class

period a week could be devoted to ito ln any case, English at JuniOr

High School should be compulsory and the practical element should be

encouragedo Many Of the present texts are quite practical, but they

could be improved.L4ore systematic use of foreign advisers should be

encouraged so as to have error free texts.

C)The SeniOr High School entrance exalninations should be

modernized where necessary to include lnore techniques for testing real

use of everyday languagee This could be done in ways which do not

require the help of skilled English― speaking examiners or actual oral

22)E.H.Lennebelg:BグοJοgグθαJ FθπηグαιグοηsげLαηgπ¢gι (Wiley)1967.

23)Wo Fo Mackey,ψ .εグι.p。 120。

24)see Japanese LCinistry of Education:Eaπ εαιグ。ηαJ S′αηグαrasグη
=唆

αη 1970。
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25)

tests;certain recognition procedures give a high correlation(See Lado).

The tests should include ability to manipulate basic graminar,discrilni―

nate between sounds and stress/intonation patterns and listening coln―

prehensiono Tests of this kind are already being developed and used

in some prefectures(e.g.OSaka)。

d)In SeniOr High Schools,English should be an elective subject,

but in practice allnost everyone will study it because of the university

entrance examinations.However, this Ⅵrill not be a disadvantage if

these exaIIlinations have been reviSed suitably.Pupils not intending to

go to the university(e.ge at Conllnercial and Technical High Schools)

should be given the opportunity to drop English if they wish.

The number of hours for English in Senior High Schools should be

reduced fronl six to four perヽ Ⅳeeko However, for some of their lessons

the classes should be divided in two(or lnore)grOups so as to facilitate

oral practice and also avoid teacher redundancy. TWO periods per、 17eek

should be of “lИodern English",covering the four skills but with the

emphasis at least during the first year on oral skills,backed up b)7tapeS

and,where available,language laboratory practice.This course should

follow on logically from the level attained at the end of the Junior High

School course instead of jumping at once to a much more complex level

as happens at presente The remaining tⅥ 7o periods per week should be

based on the study of“ English Reading"。  The texts should be easy in

the first year but become progressively lnore difficult both in structure

and vocabulary。 「rhey should be on a variety of tOpics, including science,

technology, literature and current affairs(eogo newspaper articles).

The emphasis should be laid equally on translation,ability to ans、 ver

sirnple questions in English and to answer more detailed questions in

Japanese.Texts should be prepared by consultation bet¬ Ⅳeen the NIini―

stry of Education, Japanese experts in language and other fields and

foreign advisers,together with representatives of publishing companies.

They should include exercises and some explanations in Japanese of key

grammatical points.If possible,the“ English Reading"texts should be

25)R.Lado:Lα″gα Ggι  ln夕 s″グπg(Longman)1961.
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related in structure to material in the“ 1√odern English"courSe being

studied at about the same tilne。

Research should be done on the desirability of a1lowing those intending

to study English at the university,or those wishing to acquire a lmore

specialist technical vocabulary, to have extra classes in “literary" or

“scientific"English during their final year at High School.This raises

the question of specialization,so lnight have to be shelved orintroduced

later if circumstances and public sympathy permit.

e)The university entrance exanlinations in English Should be

kept,but ought to be greatly revised. This inight be done in connection

with the Xb′ο′S% Tcsι for unified entrance exanlinations, now under

discussion.The relative importance of the English component should

be reduced, but it should constitute a qualifying test ioe.a minilnum

standard should be required of all candidates.[Γ here should be a test

of basic ability in the four skills (i.eo of “1唖odern English")and Of

translation into JapaneSe and comprehension of texts(io e.Of“ English

Reading")。「rhe“ English Reading"test should a1low a choice of “scien―

tific"and“ literary"texts. If the plans outlined above for specialization

in the last year of High School are effected,then perhaps an obligatory

extra paper should be given to people intending to study English at

college.

4)A rnajor task to undertake if thoroughgoing revision of the

English programine is carried out is,of course,the re― orientation of the

teachers.The Government would have to be ready to lay out a lot of

money forin―training and pre― training programines which should include

serninars with foreign and Japanese expertS and study trips abroad for

key personnel. Nor should it be unthinkable to have, in major cities

anyttray,some foreign assistant teachers each diViding their tilne among

several High Schools for advice and oral]English lessonso Such assis―

tants have for IIlany years been a feature of foreign language instruc―

tion in other countries,but so far there haVe been very few in Japane

Whatever reforms are rnade,it rrlust be accepted that many teachers

will find it hard to adjust to new inethods,and some will be unable to
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do soe State and university authorities rnust be prepared to wait for a

long tilne before the full benefits of any changes can be felte During

this period,standards cannot be high and the human problettLS Of adjust―

ment must be regarded sympathetically。

Aグυαηιαgθs 9/ιんι αιθυι θzι Jグηθ

l)It prOvides ailns一 basic fluency,reading ability and an opportu―

nity for advanced studies for those who wish一 一which would hopefully

be capable of satisfying a Ⅵride variety of aspirations.

2)The lnodernization of teaching lnaterials,the reduction in study

load at Senior High School and(perhaps)a mOdest degree of specializa―

tion should go a long Ⅵray to、vards solving the lnotivation problem.

3)The plan tries to unite syllabus, teaching lmethods,texts and

exalllinations in a colnlYlon pursuit of the stated ailns。

4)Certain areas‐ 一―for instance,Junior High School and university

courses in English― are left more or less unchanged.It can be argued

that university freshmen would start their courses with less knowledge

of intricate gralIImar than noⅥ r,but this can be answered by saying that

even now students' knoⅥ zledge of these intricacies is patchy at best,

and that they will be lnore likely under the new plan to have a fair

colnlnand of basic skills.

5)By the end Of Senior High Scho01,many students should be in a

position to lnake simple conversation with foreigners and also to read

material which could benefit then■ in their careers. These facts、 vill

help business,research and international understanding,and so enhance

Japan'S positiOn in the world.

Dグsαグυαηιαgιs

l)The prOjected reforrrls are rather sweeping一 ―though not so much

as〕√r Hiraizulni's― and would involve many areas of study,many people

and lnuch inoney.

2)A/1any teachers would find it hard to adjust to the new methods

however lnuch they lnay wish to do so.

3)These plans would have to overcolme stiff opposition from those

wishing to preserve the sι αιπs 9πθ,Whther for reasons of habit,ideology
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or vested interest.HoⅥ rever, even as l write this paper,the几 物グηグεんグ

DαタンNcz′s reports the results of a survey on the attitudes of educators

to the possible reforln of English studieso Solne of the figures in this
26)

report sound encouraginge

CοηεZ%sグθη

The above rather ilIImodest proposals, and also my critique of the

experts on the teaching situation, can of course be faulted on many

points by those Ⅵrho are more acquainted than l am with the complexities

of the situation.I kno¬ w that hoⅥ rever great the difficulties as l see

them,in reality they are no doubt lnore difficult.Far more thought needs

to be given to s,o vaSt a project as the analysis and possible reform of

an entire nation's long― established language― learning habits.NIy excuse

for this contribution is that possibly a foreign instructor's viewpoint

may offer some fresh perspectives.

I shall conclude by quoting Professor Akira{Э ta of Tokyo University
27)

of Education:

``It is,of vital importance for the future of the」 apanese to partici―

pate actively in promoting the peace and ⅥZelfare of the world¨ …̈for

this reason, an adequate knoⅥπledge of English as a lneans of inter―

national conllnunication is considered to be vitally important".

26)“ English Education Far fronn Practical",Maグ ″JεみグDαグ′ンA診留ノS,

3/1ay 26 1975。 According to this article, 3426 0f thOSe questioned believe that

more lessons in daily cOnversation should be given; 70%i believe English

studies should be compulsory;only 18シ

`Ⅵ

アant university entrance tests to stay

as they are.

27)A.C)ta:“ Language ProblelYls in Science and Technology Education in」 apan'',

Thι E22gιグsん &αεんι,5'ハイ¢gαχグηι,(Taishukan),」 une 1975。




